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In movies like A Separation,
The Past, and The Salesman, the Iranian writer-director Asghar Farhadi has demonstrated a unique ability to take ordinary ...
A Hero Review: Asghar Farhadi Chews More Than He Bites Off in This Tale of a Desperate Good Samaritan
Your neighbors have seen them. Perhaps you have too. We're reported them in great numbers, with some grassroots Illinois organizations trying to keep records. The new Pentagon report on UFOs hasn't ...
Illinois has its share of UFO sightings ̶ objects buzzing O Hare, crashing in Batavia, flying Tic Tacs ̶ and not all are easily dismissed
Rick Wilson, co-founder of the disgraced anti-Trump group The Lincoln Project, was excoriated by critics this week following a creepy tweet he posted on Wednesday.
Lincoln Project co-founder excoriated for creepy tweet about 'very dirty boys' in DC
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today s Premium Stories
You can be entertained by it, you can be disgusted,

he said of the popular reality show that embedded film crews with police officers in the streets for 31 years.

John Langley, a Creator of the TV Series Cops, Dies at 78
The son of a Wisconsin couple who went missing last week was formally accused Thursday of killing his father and dismembering his body, while authorities announced that additional human remains were ...
Wisconsin man accused of killing his father, dismembering body
The Uber CEO dreams of pushing a button and getting a piano delivered to your home in an hour and a half.
Dara Khosrowshahi, Dad of Silicon Valley
So here s Chester Arthur s story. There

Uh … let

s start with dinner?

s a Republican National Convention in 1880. Very bitter, 36-ballots. Roscoe Conkling, the New York party boss, wants to bring back Ulysses Grant for a third ...

A conversation between a liberal and a conservative: Our favorite presidents you ve never heard of
The group called the Unforgiven required its members to study "Aryan Philosophy" and carry out acts of extreme violence, the indictment says.
16 members of Florida white supremacist gang charged in sweeping indictment
A white supremacist group rewarded members with tattoo patches" for committing acts of violence, including assaulting peaceful demonstrators at a racial justice protest last summer, according to a ...
Indictment: White supremacists were rewarded for violence
The San Francisco Giants join the Diamondbacks, Red Sox, Cubs, White Sox and Marlins in unveiling their jersey for the Nike MLB City Connect Series.
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